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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Brief Information of Project

The purpose of clustering is to determine the intrinsic group(s) in a set of

unlabeled data, where the objects in each group are in distinguishable under some criterion of

similarity. Clustering is an unsupervised classification process fundamental to data mining. It

has applications in several fields like bioinformatics, web data analysis, text mining and

scientific data exploration. Clustering refers to unsupervised learning and, for that reason it

has no a priori data set information. However, to get good results, the clustering algorithm

depends on input parameters. For instance, k-means and CURE algorithms require a number

of clusters (k) to be created. In this sense, the question is: What is the optimal number of

clusters? Currently, cluster validity indexes research has drawn attention as a means to give a

solution. Many different cluster validity methods have been proposed without any a priori

class information. Clustering validation is a technique to find a set of clusters that best fits

natural partitions (number of clusters) without any class information. There are two types of

clustering techniques, which are based on external criteria and internal criteria.

• External validation: Based on previous knowledge about data.

• Internal validation: Based on the information intrinsic to the data alone.

If we consider these two types of cluster validation to determine the correct

number of groups from a dataset, one option is to use external validation indexes for which a

priori knowledge of dataset information is required, but it is hard to say if they can be used in

real problems (usually, real problems do not have prior information of the dataset in

question). Another option is to use internal validity indexes which do not require a priori

information from dataset. In the literature we can find different external and internal indexes,

each approach has clear scope, in this paper we present a comparative study between these

two approaches, analyzing four external indexes (the most referenced in literature):F-

measure, NMI Measure, Entropy, Purity and five internal indexes: BIC, CH, DB, SIL,

DUNN. Here we use K-Means clustering for validation clusters.
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1.2 Objective of the project

The objective of cluster analysis is to assign observations to groups

(\clusters") so that observations within each group are similar to one another with respect to

variables or attributes of interest and the groups themselves stand apart from one another. The

objective is to divide the observations into homogeneous and distinct groups. Evaluation of

clustering results sometimes is referred to as cluster validation. There have been several

suggestions for a measure of similarity between two clustering. Such a measure can be used

to compare how well different data clustering algorithms perform on a set of data. These

measures are usually tied to the type of criterion being considered in assessing the quality of a

clustering method. The clustering validation techniques are used to measure the purity of the

clusters with respect to their values.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

Before developing the tool it is necessary to determine the time factor,

economy and company strength. Once these things are satisfied, then next steps are to

determine which operating system and language can be used for developing the tool. Once

the programmers start building the tool the programmers need lot of external support. This

support can be obtained from senior programmers, from book or from websites. Before

building the system the above consideration are taken into account for developing the

proposed system.

2.2 Definition of terms:

Spatial distance function:

In this case, we ignore the temporal part of data items and apply for example

K-means on all data items. In this case our problem is changed to spatial data clustering. The

goal could be finding the regions of the city that have the most crime activates. But yet we

don’t know which periods of time these crimes are occurring more.

Temporal distance function:

In this case, we ignore the spatial part of the data items and apply clustering on

all data items. Our problem will be changed to temporal clustering. As the final result we can

understand in which periods of the year, month, week or time, depending on the type of

temporal part( year, month, week, time,…) the crime amounts are the high or low.

Trajectories or Moving points:

In this case, we are dealing with moving points data usually called trajectories.

The most important difference between moving point’s data and events data is that in events

data, objects are not moving and they are constant points without any direct correlation to

other points. But In terms of moving points always each point is identified with its ID and it

has direct relation to other points, so that some points generate a trajectory. So all the related
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points of this trajectory have same ID and they are connected together. We cannot see such

relations in events data. So the nature of these two data is different from perspective of

analysis. However as like as event data we also are able to use different distance function

according to the goal of analysis or in progressive clustering according to the stage of

analysis. n some distance functions like similar routes , similar destinations, similar source,

similar route and destinations, similar directions are mentioned and are employed in time of

the analysis. For example in similar destination or similar source as depicted in figure 5-a

problem is transferred to a single points clustering. Because we ignore the whole trajectories

points and we just take their start or end points. In case of similar routes as shown in below

figure we need to compare whole trajectories. So the problem of comparison is comparing of

two poly lines. However a direct method for such comparison is computing the Euclidian

distance between the corresponding points.

Concerning the distance functions like similar source and destination (figure b) we
need to discover some groups of trajectories which they are coming from the same root and
go to the same destination. These trajectories might be a short direct way from the source to
the destination or ones which pass zigzag path to reach to the destination. In all such distance
functions we need to modify our density based algorithm to adapt the clustering task with our
desired goal. For example in a new algorithm namely TRJ-DBSCAN is proposed to find
trajectories within e of given object at a fixed time t which employs route similarity distance
function.
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3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

3.1 Existing System

Almost every clustering algorithm depends on the characteristics of the dataset

and on the input parameters. Incorrect input parameters may lead to clusters that deviate from

those in the dataset. In order to determine the input parameters that lead to clusters that best

fit a given dataset. Clustering validity indexes are usually defined by combining compactness

and separability. There are several clustering validation techniques have been proposed by

several people. The result of the clustering validation index is mainly depend on the

parameters like number of clusters, the clustering algorithms that will be used for clustering

(Example of clustering algorithm will be k-means ,fuzzy clustering algorithm and so on). The

no of clusters that will be clustered is also an important in clustering validation. There are

several clustering algorithms are proposed. They are namely Davies Bouldin index, Dunn

Index, Calinski Harabasz Index, Silhouette Index and Point-Biserialindex.

3.2 Proposed System

In the proposed systems the validation indexes are implemented for

spatio-temporal. There is no new index algorithm is implemented. By using this validation

indexes we can obtain the result for spatio-temporal data. Through this existing system I can

learn about the clustering, and also gain some knowledge through these validation techniques.

All validation techniques are implemented for textual data, in this proposed we are

implementing the cluster validation techniques for Spatio-temporal data.

3.3 Feasibility Study

Preliminary investigation examine project feasibility, likelihood the system will be

useful to the organization. The main objective of the feasibility study is to test the Technical,

Operational and Economical feasibility for adding new modules and debugging old running

system. All system is feasible if they are unlimited resources and infinite time.
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System analysis is conducted with the following objectives

 Identify the user needs

 Evaluate the system concept for feasibility

 Perform technical and economic feasibility

 Allocate functions to hardware, software, people, databases& other system

elements.

 Establish cost schedule constraints.

There are aspects in the feasibility study portion of the preliminary investigation:

 Technical feasibility

 Operational feasibility

 Economical feasibility

Technical Feasibility

It is the most difficult area to access because objectives, functions performance are

somewhat hazy, anything seems to be possible if right assumptions are made. The

considerations that are normally associated with technical feasibility include

Technology:

The proposed system will generate many kinds of reports depending on the

requirements. By automating all these activities the work is done effectively and in time.

There is also quick and good response for each operation.

Operational Feasibility

Proposed project is beneficial only if it can be turned into information systems

that will meet the organizations operating requirements. Simply stated, this test of feasibility

asks if the system will work when it is developed and installed. Are there major barriers to

Implementation? Here are questions that will help test the operational feasibility of a project:

Is there sufficient support for the project from management from users? If the current system
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is well liked and used to the extent that persons will not be able to see reasons for change,

there may be resistance.

 Are the current business methods acceptable to the user? If they are not, Users may

welcome a change that will bring about a more operational and useful systems.

 Have the user been involved in the planning and development of the project?

 Early involvement reduces the chances of resistance to the system and in general and

increases the likelihood of successful project

 Since the proposed system was to help reduce the hardships encountered. In the

existing manual system, the new system was considered to be operational feasible.

Economical Feasibility

The Economic Feasibility is generally the bottom line considerations for most

systems. It is an obvious fact that the computerization of the project is economically

advantageous.Firstly it will increase the efficiency and decrease the man-hour required to

achieve the necessary result. Secondly it will provide timely and up to date to the

administrative and individual departments. Since all the information is available with in a few

seconds the system performance will be substantially increased.

3.4 Requirements Specifications

3.4.1 Hardware Requirements

 Processor : Intel® Core™ i3  2.53 GHz / Above

 Ram : 1GB

 Hard Disk : 120GB

3.4.2 Software Requirements

 Operating system : Windows XP

 Front End : Java, Swing
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4. DESIGN ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

Software design sits at the technical kernel of the software engineering process and

is applied regardless of the development paradigm and area of application. Design is the first

step in the development phase for any engineered product or system. The designer’s goal is to

produce a model or representation of an entity that will later be built. Beginning, once system

requirement have been specified and analyzed, system design is the first of the three technical

activities -design, code and test that is required to build and verify software.

The importance can be stated with a single word “Quality”. Design is the place

where quality is fostered in software development. Design provides us with representations of

software that can assess for quality. Design is the only way that we can accurately translate a

customer’s view into a finished software product or system. Software design serves as a

foundation for all the software engineering steps that follow. Without a strong design we risk

building an unstable system – one that will be difficult to test, one whose quality cannot be

assessed until the last stage.

During design, progressive refinement of data structure, program structure, and

procedural details are developed reviewed and documented. System design can be viewed

from either technical or project management perspective. From the technical point of view,

design is comprised of four activities – architectural design, data structure design, interface

design and procedural design.

4.2 Modules Description

The following are the modules that we followed in my project. The

modules in “Cluster Validation Indexes for Spatio-temporal data” are as follows,

 Distance (Euclidian).

 Clustering (k-means).

 Validations.
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Distance (Euclidean Distance):

In this module we calculated distance between each and data set to

remaining data sets. To find out distance between two data sets we use Euclidean distance.

Formula for Euclidean Distance is :

d =(x2 -x1)2+ ( y2 -y1)2+(t2 -t1)2

After calculating Euclidean distance between all data set finally we get a matrix of 2-

Dimension.

0, D12, D13…..D1n

D21, 0, D23…..D2n

D31, D32, 0…..D3n

.

.

Dn1, Dn2, Dn3…..0

Where Dij is distance between trajectory i & trajectory j.

• Here we are finding distance between each and every point in the one dataset to each

and every point in another dataset. In Distance matrix we get all diagonal elements are equals

to 0, because According to Equilibrium condition distance between two same datasets is

equal to 0.

• In this module we are also finding distance between source to source, source to

destination, destination to source, destination to destination for all data sets. It also forms 2-

Dimension matrix which having diagonal elements are equal to 0.

Clustering (k-means):

The aim of clustering is to find intrinsic structures in data, and organize

them into meaningful subgroups for further study and analysis. In this module we are

performing clustering on dataset based on Euclidean distance which is calculated in above

module. K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis which aims to partition n

observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest

mean. This results in a partitioning of the data space into Verona cells.
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Validation:

A common approach for evaluating cluster results is to use validity indexes. In

this Module we formulate Davies Bouldin validation Index technique. It is internal validation

technique. Internal validation technique is based on the information intrinsic to the data

alone.

Davies-Bouldin (DB) method also relates compactness to separation. DB

compares each cluster to every other cluster based on a function measuring similarity in

which for each pair of clusters, the sum of the average distances of each point in the two

clusters to its respective center (that is, a sum of the dispersion of the two clusters, measuring

compactness) is divided by the distance between the two cluster centers (measuring

separation). The Dunn index measures the ratio between the smallest cluster distance and the

largest intra-cluster in a partitioning. The BIC index is derived from Bayes’s theorem, and is

used to determine which probability-based mixture is the most appropriate. Silhouette

clustering structure quality; taking into account group compactness.

4.3 UML Diagrams:

UML is a method for describing the system architecture in detail using the blueprint.

UML represents a collection of best engineering practices that have proven successful in the

modeling of large and complex systems.

UML is a very important part of developing objects oriented software and the software

development process.

UML uses mostly graphical notations to express the design of software projects.

Using the UML helps project teams communicate, explore potential designs, and

validate the architectural design of the software.

Definition:

UML is a general-purpose visual modeling language that is used to specify, visualize,

construct, and document the artifacts of the software system.

UML is a language:

It will provide vocabulary and rules for communications and function on conceptual and

physical representation. So it is modeling language.
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UML Specifying:

Specifying means building models that are precise, unambiguous and complete. In particular,

the UML address the specification of all the important analysis, design and implementation

decisions that must be made in developing and displaying a software intensive system.

UML Visualization:

The UML includes both graphical and textual representation. It makes easy to visualize the

system and for better understanding.

UML Constructing:

UML models can be directly connected to a variety of programming languages and it is

sufficiently expressive and free from any ambiguity to permit the direct execution of models.

UML Documenting:

UML provides variety of documents in addition raw executable codes.

Figure 3.4 Modeling a System Architecture using views of UML

The use case view of a system encompasses the use cases that describe the behavior of the

system as seen by its end users, analysts, and testers.

The design view of a system encompasses the classes, interfaces, and collaborations that form

the vocabulary of the problem and its solution.

The process view of a system encompasses the threads and processes that form the system's

concurrency and synchronization mechanisms.

The implementation view of a system encompasses the components and files that are used to
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assemble and release the physical system.The deployment view of a system encompasses the

nodes that form the system's hardware topology on which the system executes.

Uses of UML :

The UML is intended primarily for software intensive systems. It has been used

effectively for such domain as

Enterprise Information System

Banking and Financial Services

Telecommunications

Transportation

Defense/Aerosp

Retails

Medical Electronics

Scientific Fields

Distributed Web

Building blocks of UML:

The vocabulary of the UML encompasses 3 kinds of building blocks

Things

Relationships
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Diagrams

Things:

Things are the data abstractions that are first class citizens in a model. Things are of 4 types

Structural Things, Behavioral Things, Grouping Things, An notational Things

Relationships:

Relationships tie the things together. Relationships in the UML are

Dependency, Association, Generalization, Specialization

UML Diagrams:

A diagram is the graphical presentation of a set of elements, most often rendered as a

connected graph of vertices (things) and arcs (relationships).

There are two types of diagrams, they are:

Structural and Behavioral Diagrams

Structural Diagrams:-

The UML‘s four structural diagrams exist to visualize, specify, construct and

document the static aspects of a system. I can View the static parts of a system using one of

the following diagrams. Structural diagrams consist of Class Diagram, Object Diagram,

Component Diagram, and Deployment Diagram.

Behavioral Diagrams:

The UML’s five behavioral diagrams are used to visualize, specify, construct, and

document the dynamic aspects of a system. The UML’s behavioral diagrams are roughly

organized around the major ways which can model the dynamics of a system. Behavioral

diagrams consists of Use case Diagram, Sequence Diagram, Collaboration Diagram, State

chart Diagram, Activity Diagram

Use-Case diagram:

A use case is a set of scenarios that describing an interaction between a user and a

system. A use case diagram displays the relationship among actors and use cases. The two

main components of a use case diagram are use cases and actors.
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An actor is represents a user or another system that will interact with the system you

are modeling. A use case is an external view of the system that represents some action the

user might perform in order to complete a task.

Contents:

 Use cases

 Actors

 Dependency, Generalization, and association relationships

 System boundary
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Class Diagram:

Class diagrams are widely used to describe the types of objects in a system and their

relationships. Class diagrams model class structure and contents using design elements

such as classes, packages and objects. Class diagrams describe three different

perspectives when designing a system, conceptual, specification, and implementation.

select file

Processing

Trajectories

Clustering

Similarity

Validation

Result

Process file

Trajectories

Dissimilarity

Clustering

Validation

Result

Select File
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These perspectives become evident as the diagram is created and help solidify the design.

Class diagrams are arguably the most used UML diagram type. It is the main building

block of any object oriented solution. It shows the classes in a system, attributes and

operations of each class and the relationship between each class. In most modeling tools a

class has three parts, name at the top, attributes in the middle and operations or methods

at the bottom. In large systems with many classes related classes are grouped together to

to create class diagrams.

Sequence Diagram

Sequence diagrams in UML shows how object interact with each other and the order

those interactions occur. It’s important to note that they show the interactions for a

particular scenario. The processes are represented vertically and interactions are show as

arrows.

Select File

Cluster

openFile()
dissimilarity

dissimilarity()

Validation
vbtn

result

Processing Trajectories

loadFile()
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Collaboration diagram

Communication diagram was called collaboration diagram in UML 1. It is similar to

sequence diagrams but the focus is on messages passed between objects. The same

information can be represented using a sequence diagram and different objects.

State machine diagrams

State machine diagrams are similar to activity diagrams although notations and usage changes

a bit. They are sometime known as state diagrams or start chart diagrams as well. These are

very useful to describe the behavior of objects that act different according to the state they are

at the moment.

select file process file trajectories disssimilarity

cluster validation result

load file()
dissimilarity()splitData()

openFile()

valid()

P

/select file /process /trajectories dissimilarity clustering validation

1:openFile()

2:loadFile()

3:splitData()

4:dissimilarity()

5 : cluster()

6 : valid()
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Activity Diagram:

Activity diagrams describe the workflow behavior of a system. Activity diagrams are

similar to state diagrams because activities are the state of doing something. The diagrams

describe the state of activities by showing the sequence of activities performed. Activity

diagrams can show activities that are conditional or parallel.

How to Draw: Activity Diagrams

Activity diagrams show the flow of activities through the system. Diagrams are read

from top to bottom and have branches and forks to describe conditions and parallel activities.

A fork is used when multiple activities are occurring at the same time. The diagram below

shows a fork after activity1. This indicates that both activity2 and activity3 are occurring at

the same time. After activity2 there is a branch. The branch describes what activities will

take place based on a set of conditions. All branches at some point are followed by a merge

to indicate the end of the conditional behavior started by that branch. After the merge all of

the parallel activities must be combined by a join before transitioning into the final activity

state. .

When to Use: Activity Diagrams

Activity diagrams should be used in conjunction with other modeling techniques such

as interaction diagrams and state diagrams. The main reason to use activity diagrams is to

model the workflow behind the system being designed. Activity Diagrams are also useful

for: analyzing a use case by describing what actions need to take place and when they should

occur; describing a complicated sequential algorithm; and modeling applications with parallel

processes.
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Component  diagram

A component diagram displays the structural relationship of components of a software

system. These are mostly used when working with complex systems that have many

components. Components communicate with each other using interfaces. The interfaces are

linked using connectors.

Deployment Diagram

A deployment diagrams shows the hardware of your system and the software in those

hardware. Deployment diagrams are useful when your software solution is deployed across

multiple machines with each having a unique configuration.

process file

load trajectories

dissimilarity

clustering

validation

Result

process file
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5. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

5.1 Introduction to Java

Initially the language was called as “oak” but it was renamed as “Java” in 1995. The

primary motivation of this language was the need for a platform-independent (i.e.,

architecture neutral) language that could be used to create software to be embedded in various

consumer electronic devices.

 Java is a programmer’s language.

 Java is cohesive and consistent.

 Except for those constraints imposed by the Internet environment, Java gives the

programmer, full control.

Finally, Java is to Internet programming where C was to system programming.

With most programming languages, you either compile or interpret a program so that

you can run it on your computer. The Java programming language is unusual in that a

program is both compiled and interpreted. With the compiler, first you translate a program

into an intermediate language called Java byte codes —the platform-independent codes

interpreted by the interpreter on the Java platform. The interpreter parses and runs each Java

byte code instruction on the computer. Compilation happens just once; interpretation occurs

each time the program is executed. The following figure illustrates how this works.

You can think of Java byte codes as the machine code instructions for the Java Virtual

Machine (Java VM). Every Java interpreter, whether it’s a development tool or a Web

browser that can run applets, is an implementation of the Java VM. Java byte codes help

make “write once, run anywhere” possible. You can compile your program into byte codes on

any platform that has a Java compiler. The byte codes can then be run on any implementation
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of the Java VM. That means that as long as a computer has a Java VM, the same program

written in the Java programming language can run on Windows 2000, a Solaris workstation,

or on an iMac.

The Java Platform

A platform is the hardware or software environment in which a program runs. We’ve

already mentioned some of the most popular platforms like Windows 2000, Linux, Solaris,

and MacOS. Most platforms can be described as a combination of the operating system and

hardware. The Java platform differs from most other platforms in that it’s a software-only

platform that runs on top of other hardware-based platforms.

The Java platform has two components:

 The Java Virtual Machine (Java VM)

 The Java Application Programming Interface (Java API)

It is already been introduced to the Java VM. It’s the base for the Java platform and is

ported onto various hardware-based platforms. The Java API is a large collection of ready-

made software components that provide many useful capabilities, such as graphical user

interface (GUI) widgets. The Java API is grouped into libraries of related classes and

interfaces; these libraries are known as packages. The next section, What Can Java

Technology Do? Highlights what functionality some of the packages in the Java API provide.

The following figure depicts a program that’s running on the Java platform. As the

figure shows, the Java API and the virtual machine insulate the program from the hardware.
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Native code is code that after you compile it, the compiled code runs on a specific

hardware platform. As a platform-independent environment, the Java platform can be a bit

slower than native code. However, smart compilers, well-tuned interpreters, and just-in-time

bytecode compilers can bring performance close to that of native code without threatening

portability.

Features of Java:

Security

Every time you that you download a “normal” program; you are risking a viral

infection. Prior to Java, most users did not download executable programs frequently, and

those who did scan them for viruses prior to execution. Most users still worried about the

possibility of infecting their systems with a virus. In addition, another type of malicious

program exists that must be guarded against. This type of program can gather private

information, such as credit card numbers, bank account balances, and passwords. Java

answers both of these concerns by providing a “firewall” between a networked application

and your computer. When you use a Java-compatible Web browser, you can safely download

Java applets without fear of virus infection or malicious intent.

Portability

For programs to be dynamically downloaded to all the various types of platforms

connected to the Internet, some means of generating portable executable code is needed .As

you will see, the same mechanism that helps ensure security also helps create portability.

Indeed, Java’s solution to these two problems is both elegant and efficient.

The Byte code

The key that allows the Java to solve the security and portability problem is that the

output of Java compiler is Byte code. Byte code is a highly optimized set of instructions

designed to execute by the Java run-time system, which is called the Java Virtual Machine

(JVM). That is, in its standard form, the JVM is an interpreter for byte code. Translating
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Java program into byte code helps makes it much easier to run a program in a wide variety of

environments. The reason is, once the run-time package exists for a given system, any Java

program can run on it. Although Java was designed for interpretation, there is technically

nothing about Java that prevents on-the-fly compilation of byte code into native code. Sun

has just completed its Just In Time (JIT) compiler for byte code. When the JIT compiler is a

part of JVM, it compiles byte code into executable code in real time, on a piece-by-piece,

demand basis. It is not possible to compile an entire Java program into executable code all at

once, because Java performs various run-time checks that can be done only at run time. The

JIT compiles code, as it is needed, during execution.

Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

Beyond the language, there is the Java virtual machine. The Java virtual machine is an

important element of the Java technology. The virtual machine can be embedded within a

web browser or an operating system. Once a piece of Java code is loaded onto a machine, it is

verified. As part of the loading process, a class loader is invoked and does byte code

verification makes sure that the code that’s has been generated by the compiler will not

corrupt the machine that it’s loaded on. Byte code verification takes place at the end of the

compilation process to make sure that is all accurate and correct. So byte code verification is

integral to the compiling and executing of Java code.

The above picture shows the development process a typical Java programming uses to

produce byte codes and executes them. The first box indicates that the Java source code is

located in a. Java file that is processed with a Java compiler called JAVA. The Java compiler

produces a file called a. class file, which contains the byte code. The class file is then loaded

across the network or loaded locally on your machine into the execution environment is the

Java virtual machine, which interprets and executes the byte code.

Java Architecture

Java architecture provides a portable, robust, high performing environment for

development. Java provides portability by compiling the byte codes for the Java Virtual

Machine, which is then interpreted on each platform by the run-time environment. Java is a

dynamic system, able to load code when needed from a machine in the same room or across

the planet.
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Compilation of Code

When you compile the code, the Java compiler creates machine code (called byte

code) for a hypothetical machine called Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The JVM is supposed

to execute the byte code. The JVM is created for overcoming the issue of portability. The

code is written and compiled for one machine and interpreted on all machines. This machine

is called Java Virtual Machine.

Compiling and interpreting Java Source Code

During run-time the Java interpreter tricks the byte code file into thinking that it

is running on a Java Virtual Machine. In reality this could be a Intel Pentium Windows 95 or

Sun SARC station running Solaris or Apple Macintosh running system and all could receive

code from any computer through Internet and run the Applets.

Source
Code
………..
………..

………..

………
…

PC

Compiler

Macintosh
Compiler

SPARC
Compiler

Java

Byte code

(Platform

Independent)

Java
Interpreter
(PC)

Java
Interpreter
(Macintosh)

Java
Interpreter
(SPARC)
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Simple

Java was designed to be easy for the Professional programmer to learn and to use

effectively. If you are an experienced C++ programmer, learning Java will be even easier.

Because Java inherits the C/C++ syntax and many of the objects oriented features of C++.

Most of the confusing concepts from C++ are either left out of Java or implemented in a

cleaner, more approachable manner. In Java there are a small number of clearly defined ways

to accomplish a given task.

Object-Oriented

Java was not designed to be source-code compatible with any other language. This

allowed the Java team the freedom to design with a blank slate. One outcome of this was a

clean usable, pragmatic approach to objects. The object model in Java is simple and easy to

extend, while simple types, such as integers, are kept as high-performance non-objects.

Robust

The multi-platform environment of the Web places extraordinary demands on a program,

because the program must execute reliably in a variety of systems. The ability to create robust

programs was given a high priority in the design of Java. Java is strictly typed language; it

checks your code at compile time and run time. Java virtually eliminates the problems of

memory management and de-allocation, which is completely automatic. In a well-written

Java program, all run time errors can –and should –be managed by your program.

Introduction to Swing:

Swing contains all the components.  It’s a big library, but it’s designed to have

appropriate complexity for the task at hand – if something is simple, you don’t have to write

much code but as you try to do more your code becomes increasingly complex. This means

an easy entry point, but you’ve got the power if you need it. Swing has great depth. This

section does not attempt to be comprehensive, but instead introduces the power and

simplicity of Swing to get you started using the library. Please be aware that what you see

here is intended to be simple. If you need to do more, then Swing can probably give you what

you want if you’re willing to do the research by hunting through the online documentation

from Sun.
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Benefits of Swing:

Swing components are Beans, so they can be used in any development environment

that supports Beans. Swing provides a full set of UI components. For speed, all the

components are lightweight and Swing is written entirely in Java for portability. Swing could

be called “orthogonality of use;” that is, once you pick up the general ideas about the library

you can apply them everywhere. Primarily because of the Beans naming conventions.

Keyboard navigation is automatic – you can use a Swing application without the mouse, but

you don’t have to do any extra programming. Scrolling support is effortless – you simply

wrap your component in a JScrollPane as you add it to your form. Other features such as tool

tips typically require a single line of code to implement. Swing also supports something

called “pluggable look and feel,” which means that the appearance of the UI can be

dynamically changed to suit the expectations of users working under different platforms and

operating systems. It’s even possible to invent your own look and feel.

Domain Description:

Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover

previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. These tools can

include statistical models, mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods

(algorithms that improve their performance automatically through experience, such as neural

networks or decision trees). Consequently, data mining consists of more than collecting and

managing data, it also includes analysis and prediction. Data mining can be performed on

data represented in quantitative, textual, or multimedia forms. Data mining applications can

use a variety of parameters to examine the data. They include association (patterns where one

event is connected to another event, such as purchasing a pen and purchasing paper),

sequence or path analysis (patterns where one event leads to another event, such as the birth

of a child and purchasing diapers), classification (identification of new patterns, such as

coincidences between duct tape purchases and plastic sheeting purchases), clustering (finding

and visually documenting groups of previously unknown facts, such as geographic location

and brand preferences), and forecasting (discovering patterns from which one can make
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reasonable predictions regarding future activities, such as the prediction that people who join

Figure 4.3 knowledge discovery process

Data Mining Uses:

Data mining is used for a variety of purposes in both the private and public sectors.

 Industries such as banking, insurance, medicine, and retailing commonly use data

mining to reduce costs, enhance research, and increase sales. For example, the

insurance and banking industries use data mining applications to detect fraud and

assist in risk assessment (e.g., credit scoring).

 Using customer data collected over several years, companies can develop models that

predict whether a customer is a good credit risk, or whether an accident claim may be

fraudulent and should be investigated more closely.

 The medical community sometimes uses data mining to help predict the effectiveness

of a procedure or medicine.

 Pharmaceutical firms use data mining of chemical compounds and genetic material to

help guide research on new treatments for diseases.

Retailers can use information collected through affinity programs (e.g., shoppers’ club cards,

frequent flyer points, contests) to assess the effectiveness of product selection and placement

decisions, coupon offers, and which products are often purchased together.
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CHAPTER: 6

TESTING
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6. TESTING

6.1 Testing Concepts

Testing is the process of finding differences between the expected behavior specified

by system models and the observed behavior of the system.

 A component is a part of the system that can be isolated for testing. A component

can be an object, a group of objects, or one or more subsystems.

 A fault, also called bug or defect, is a design or coding mistake that may cause

abnormal component behavior.

 An error is a manifestation of a fault during the execution of the system.

 A failure is a deviation between the specification of a component and its

behavior. A failure is triggered by one or more errors.

 A test case is a set of inputs and expected results that exercise a component with

the purpose of causing failures and detecting faults.

Testing activities:

 Inspecting a component, this finds faults in an individual component through the

manual inspection of its source code.

 Unit testing, which finds faults by isolating an individual component using test

stubs and drivers and by exercising the components using a test case.

 Integration testing, which finds faults by integrating several components together.

 System testing, which focuses on the complete system, its functional and

nonfunctional requirements and its target environment.

Testing is the phase where the   errors   remaining   from   all the previous   phases

must be   detected. Hence, testing   performs a   very critical   role   for   quality assurance

and   for   ensuring   the reliability   of   software. Testing   of designed    software   consists

of providing   the   software with a set of   test   outputs   and   observing if the   software

behaves as expected. If the software fails   to behave   as   expected, then the conditions

under   which a failure   occurs   are needed for   debugging and   correction.

The   following terms   are some   commonly    used   terms associated with testing.
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Error

The   term   error   is   used   in   two   different ways.  It   refers   to the discrepancy

between   a   computed, observed, or measured value and   true, specified, or theoretically

correct value. Error   is also used   to refer   to human   action those results in software

containing a defect or fault. This definition is   quite   general   and encompasses   all   the

phases.

Fault

Fault    is   a condition   that causes   a system to   fail   in   performing its   required

function. In other words a   fault is   an   incorrect   intermediate   state   that may have been

entered   during   program   execution

Failure

Failure is the inability of the system or component to perform a required function

according to its specifications. In other words a failure is a manifestation of error.  But the

mere presence of an error may not cause a failure. Presence of an error implies that a failure

must have occurred, and the observation of a failure implies that a fault must be present in the

system. However, the presence of a fault does not imply that a failure must occur. A test case

is the   triplet [i, s, o], where i   stands for the   data   input to the system, s is the state of the

system at which the data is input, and o is the expected output of the system .A test suite is

the set of all test cases with which a given software product is to be tested.

Testing objectives:

The main objective of testing is to uncover a host of errors, systematically and with

minimum effort and time. Stating formally, we can say,

 Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error.

 A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error.

 A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding error, if it exists.

 The tests are inadequate to detect possibly present errors.

 The software more or less confirms to the quality and reliable standards.
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Levels of Testing

In order to uncover the errors present in different phases we have the concept of levels

of testing. The basic levels of testing are

Client Needs Acceptance

Requirements System Testing

Testing

Design Integration Testing

Code Unit Testing

Unit testing:

Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of software i.e. the module.

Using the detailed design and the process specifications testing is done to uncover errors

within the boundary of the module. All modules must be successful in the unit test before the

start of the integration testing begins.

In this project “Evaluation of Employee Performance” each service can be thought of

a module. There are so many modules like Executive, Debit Card, Credit Cards, Performance,

and Bills. Each module has been tested by giving different sets of inputs (giving wrong Debit

card Number, Executive code) when developing the module as well as finishing the

development so that each module works without any error. The inputs are validated when

accepting from the user.

Integration Testing:

After the unit testing we have to perform integration testing. The goal here is to see if

modules can be integrated properly, the emphasis being on testing interfaces between

modules. This testing activity can be considered as testing the design and hence the emphasis

on testing module interactions.
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In this project ‘Evaluation of Employee Performance’, the main system is formed by

integrating all the modules. When integrating all the modules I have checked whether the

integration effects working of any of the services by giving different combinations of inputs

with which the two services run perfectly before Integration.

System Testing

Here the entire software system is tested. The reference document for this process is

the requirements document, and the goals to see if software meets its requirements. Here

entire ‘Evaluation of Employee Performance’ has been tested against requirements of project

and it is checked whether all requirements of project have been satisfied or not.

Acceptance Testing

Acceptance Test is performed with realistic data of the client to demonstrate that   the

software is working satisfactorily. Testing here is focused on external behavior of the system;

the internal logic of program is not emphasized.

In this project ‘Evaluation of Employee Performance’s have collected some data and

tested whether project is working correctly or not.

Test cases should be selected so that the largest number of attributes of an equivalence

class is exercised at once. The testing phase is an important part of software development. It

is the process of finding errors and missing operations and also a complete verification to

determine whether the objectives are met and the user requirements are satisfied.

White Box Testing

This is a unit testing method where a unit will be taken at a time and tested thoroughly

at a statement level to find the maximum possible errors. I tested step wise every piece of

code, taking care that every statement in the code is executed at least once. The white box

testing is also called Glass Box Testing. I have generated a list of test cases, sample data.

Which is used to check all possible combinations of execution paths through the code at

every module level?

Black Box Testing

This testing method considers a module as a single unit and checks the unit at

interface and communication with other modules rather getting into details at statement level.

Here the module will be treated as a block box that will take some input and generate output.

Output for a given set of input combinations are forwarded to other modules.
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SCREEN SHOTS
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7. SCREEN SHOTS

Fig 7.1: Screen shot for loading the input dataset.

In this we select a file which contains the source dataset that for clustering.
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Fig 7.2:  Screen shot for before clustering.

In this the dataset will be loaded and then all the trajectories are loaded. The above screen

shot represent before clustering the dataset will look like this. In this a total of 101

Trajectories are appeared.
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Fig.7.3: Screen shot for after clustering (K-Means)

In this screen shot the trajectories that are appeared as the clustering data.ie.

after clustering the total dataset will be appeared like this.
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Fig.7.4: Screen shot for validation clustering in Daviesbouldin index

This screen shot represents the validation of DaviesBouldin index for the

given clusters. Here the total number of clusters is 7. So in this the higher value of the cluster

represent the better cluster. The value for daviesBouldin index varies from 0 to 1.
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Fig.7.5: Screen shot for Silhouette index

This screen shot represent the validation of index for Silhouette index for the

given clusters. Here the total number of clusters is 7.here the Silhouette index values are

varies from -1 to +1.
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Fig.7.6: Screen shot for Dunn index

It represents the validation for Dunn Index. In this we have the total

number of clusters is 7.so there are a total of seven values for seven clusters are done.
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8. SAMPLE CODE

POINT BI-SERIAL INDEX :

class PointBiserial

{

int clus1[][],min1[],n;

double dist1[][];

String str1[];

ReceiveMain1 rm;

EuclideanDistance ed;

public PointBiserial(int clus[][],int min[],double dist[][],String str[],File fname)

{

clus1=clus;

min1=min;

dist1=dist;

n=clus.length;

str1=str;

rm=new ReceiveMain1(fname);

ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

}

public double[] valid() throws IOException

{

double IntraDist[]=new double[clus1.length];

double InterDist[]=new double[clus1.length];

double deviation[]=new double[clus1.length];

double index[]=new double[clus1.length];

double count1=0.0;

double count2=0.0;

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double sum=0.0;
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for(int j=0;j<clus1[i].length-1;j++)

{

sum = sum+dist1[clus1[i][j]][clus1[i][j+1]];

}

IntraDist[i] = IntraDist[i]+sum/clus1[i].length;

//System.out.println("IntraDistance is : "+IntraDist[i]);

}

//return(IntraDist);

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double sum = 0.0;

for(int j=0;j<clus1.length;j++)

{

sum = sum+dist1[clus1[i][j]][min1[i]];

}

InterDist[i] = InterDist[i]+sum/clus1[i].length;

//System.out.println("Inter Distance is : "+InterDist[i]);

}

//return(InterDist);

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double sum=0.0;

for(int j=0;j<clus1[i].length-1;j++)

{

sum = sum+dist1[clus1[i][j]][clus1[i][j+1]];

count1 = count1+1;

}

IntraDist[i] = IntraDist[i]+sum/clus1[i].length;

//System.out.println("count1 = :"+count1);

}
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for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double sum = 0.0;

for(int j=0;j<clus1.length;j++)

{

sum = sum+dist1[min1[i]][min1[i]];

count2=count2+1;

}

InterDist[i] = InterDist[i]+sum/clus1[i].length;

//System.out.println("count2 = :"+count2);

}

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double val=0.0;

double v1=0.0;

double v2=0.0;

val = val+(InterDist[i]+IntraDist[i])/clus1[i].length;

v1=v1+Math.pow((val-InterDist[i]),2);

v2=v2+Math.pow((val-IntraDist[i]),2);

deviation[i]=deviation[i]+(v1+v2)/clus1[i].length;

//System.out.println("Deviation Value is : "+deviation[i]);

}

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double db=0.0;

double sum=0.0;

double tot=0.0;

sum = sum+(IntraDist[i]-InterDist[i]);

tot = tot+Math.sqrt(count1*count2/4);

System.out.println("sum is : "+sum);

System.out.println("tot is :"+tot);

db = db+(sum*tot/deviation[i]);
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System.out.println("the Result is : "+db);

index[i]=db;

}

return(index);

}

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException

{

File fname=new File("ds1.txt");

EuclideanDistance ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

double dist[][]=ed.euclideanDistance(fname);

KMeans km=new KMeans(fname);

ReceiveMain1 rm=new ReceiveMain1(fname);

String str[]=rm.accept();

int clus[][]=km.getData();

int min[]=km.getmin();

PointBiserial pb = new PointBiserial(clus,min,dist,str,fname);

pb.valid();

}

}

SILHOUETTE INDEX :

public class Silhouette

{

int clus1[][],min1[],n;

double dist1[][];

public Silhouette(int clus[][],int min[],double dist[][])

{

clus1=clus;

min1=min;
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dist1=dist;

//n=clus1.length;

}

public  double avgDistance(int clust[],int min)

{

double sum=0.0,avg=0.0;

//System.out.println("length is:"+clust.length);

for(int i=0;i<clust.length;i++)

{

sum=sum+dist1[clust[i]][min];

}

avg=sum/clust.length;

return(avg);

}

public double minavg(int clust[],int min)

{

double sum1=0.0,low=0.0,avg=0.0;

double minimum[]=new double[clust.length];

for(int i=0;i<clust.length;i++)

{

for(int j=i;j<clust.length;j++)

{

sum1=sum1+dist1[clust[j]][min];

avg=sum1/clust.length;

}

if(avg>low)

low=avg;

}

return(low);

}

public double[] result()

{
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double res=0.0;

double index[]=new double[clus1.length];

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double max=0.0;

double val1 = minavg(clus1[i],min1[i]);

double val2 = avgDistance(clus1[i],min1[i]);

//System.out.println("min avg = "+val1);

//System.out.println("dis avg = "+val2);

max = Math.max(val1,val2);

res =(val1-val2)/max;

index[i]=res;

System.out.println(res);

}

return(index);

}

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException

{

File fname=new File("ds1.txt");

EuclideanDistance ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

double dist[][]=ed.euclideanDistance(fname);

KMeans km=new KMeans(fname);

int clus[][]=km.getData();

int min[]=km.getmin();

Silhouette sh = new Silhouette(clus,min,dist);

double index[]=sh.result();

}

}

DUNN INDEX :
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public class DunnIndex

{

int clus1[][],min1[],n;

double dist1[][];

public DunnIndex(int clus[][],int min[],double dist[][])

{

clus1=clus;

min1=min;

dist1=dist;

//n=clus.length;

}

public double IntraDist(int clust[],int min)

{

//double maxarray[] = new double[clust.length];

double sum=0.0;

double max=0;

for(int i=0;i<clust.length;i++)

{

for(int j=i;j<clust.length;j++)

{

sum=sum+dist1[clust[i]][min];

}

//maxarray[i]=sum;

//if(maxarray[i]>max)

//max = maxarray[i];

//System.out.println("max = "+max);

//max = Math.sqrt(max);

if(sum>max)

max=sum;

max=Math.sqrt(max);

}
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return(max);

}

public double[] valid()

{

double index[]=new double[clus1.length];

double low=0.0;

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double db=0.0;

for(int j=i;j<clus1.length;j++)

{

double avg1=IntraDist(clus1[j],min1[i]);

double Interdis=dist1[min1[i]][min1[j]];

if(Interdis>low)

low=Interdis;

low=Math.sqrt(low);

//System.out.println("intra distance = "+avg1);

//System.out.println("inter distance = "+Interdis);

db = db + (low/avg1);

}

System.out.println(db);

index[i]=db;

}

return(index);

}

public static void main(String args[])throws IOException

{

File fname=new File("ds1.txt");

EuclideanDistance ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

double dist[][]=ed.euclideanDistance(fname);

KMeans km=new KMeans(fname);

int clus[][]=km.getData();
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int min[]=km.getmin();

DunnIndex di=new DunnIndex(clus,min,dist);

double index[]=di.valid();

}

}

CALINSKI HARABASZ INDEX :

public class CalinskiIndex

{

int clus1[][],min1[],n;

double dist1[][];

public CalinskiIndex(int clus[][],int min[],double dist[][])

{

clus1=clus;

min1=min;

dist1=dist;

//n=clus.length;

}

public double Center(int clust[],int min)

{

double sum=0.0;

for(int i=0;i<clust.length;i++)

{

sum = sum +dist1[clust[i]][min];

}

double center = Math.round(sum/clust.length);

return(center);

}

public double length(int clust[],int min)

{

int len=clust.length;
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return len;

}

public double[] result()

{

double index[]=new double[clus1.length];

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

double len=length(clus1[i],min1[i]);

//System.out.println(+len);

double db=0.0;

double center=0;

center=Center(clus1[i],min1[i]);

for(int j=0;j<clus1.length;j++)

{

if(i!=j)

{

double wcsm=center-dist1[min1[i]][min1[j]];

wcsm=wcsm+Math.pow(wcsm,2);

double bcsm=center-dist1[min1[i]][min1[i]];

bcsm=bcsm+Math.pow(bcsm,2);

db=(bcsm/wcsm)*((len-1)/(len-clus1.length));

//db=db+(db*clus1.length);

}

}

System.out.println(db);

index[i]=db;

}

return(index);

}

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException

{

File fname=new File("ds1.txt");

EuclideanDistance ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

double dist[][]=ed.euclideanDistance(fname);
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KMeans km=new KMeans(fname);

int clus[][]=km.getData();

int min[]=km.getmin();

CalinskiIndex ci = new CalinskiIndex(clus,min,dist);

double value[]=ci.result();

}

}

DAVIESBOULDIN INDEX :

public class DaviesBouldinIndex

{

int clus1[][],min1[],n;

double dist1[][];

public DaviesBouldinIndex(int clus[][],int min[],double dist[][])

{

clus1=clus;

min1=min;

dist1=dist;

n=clus.length;

}

public double avgDist(int clust[],int min)

{

double sum=0.0;

for(int i=0;i<clust.length;i++)

{

sum=sum+dist1[clust[i]][min];

}

double avg=sum/clust.length;

//System.out.println("distance will be:"+dist1[clust[1]][0]);
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return(avg);

}

public double[] valid()

{

double index[]=new double[clus1.length];

for(int i=0;i<clus1.length;i++)

{

//double db[][]=new double[clus1.length][clus1.length-1];;

double db=0.0;

// System.out.println("inside clustering");

double avg1=avgDist(clus1[i],min1[i]);

//System.out.println("average is:"+avg1);

for(int j=0;j<clus1.length;j++)

{

if(i!=j)

{

double avg=avgDist(clus1[j],min1[j]);

double dis=dist1[min1[i]][min1[j]];

//System.out.println("distance will be"+dis);

avg=avg+avg1;

db=db+((avg)/dis)/clus1.length;

}

}

System.out.println(db);

index[i]=db;

}

return(index);

/* for(int i=0;i<db.length;i++)

{

System.out.println("inside cluster"+(i+1));

for(int j=0;j<db[i].length;j++)

{

System.out.println(db[i][j]);
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}

}*/

}

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException

{

File fname=new File("ds1.txt");

EuclideanDistance ed=new EuclideanDistance(fname);

double dist[][]=ed.euclideanDistance(fname);

KMeans km=new KMeans(fname);

int clus[][]=km.getData();

int min[]=km.getmin();

DaviesBouldinIndex dbi=new DaviesBouldinIndex(clus,min,dist);

double index[]=dbi.valid();

}

}
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CHAPTER: 9

CONCLUSION
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9. CONCLUSION

In terms of choosing an effective validation technique for predicting the appropriate

value of k. Silhouette is a good alternative, and, surprisingly, CH and DB both make only

moderate showings compared to the other two. Dunn, PB, and PBM performed quite poorly.

However, the results of these tests need to be qualified by the nature of the validity measure.

Validity measures provide a better analysis of data than the mere compactness criteria

included in the k-means test, by also taking separation into account and trying to normalize

the results so that different clustering can be compared. However, they are limited by the

clustering that are given. If the k-means does not find the optimal solution for any particular

given k, the validity measures will be providing sub-optimal results. And the different means

that measures have for evaluating compactness and separation will also inevitably result in

varying results. More work needs to be done on the use of validity measures as interpretive

tools for understanding data that is either too difficult to visualize or apparently ambiguous.

Investigations into cluster validity indexes should move into more complex issues than “right

k” or “wrong k.” How the validity measure determined a particular k, and what that might

mean about the different ways in which the data might be understood or structured, and how

those predictions relate to the predictions and measures provided by other validity measures

are questions that need to be asked.
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